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EDITORS NOTE
"My role in society, or any
artist's or poet's role, is to
try and express what we all
feel . Not to tell people how to
feel. Not as a preacher, not as
a leader, but as a reflection
of us all," said the late John
Lennon. Pathos Literary Magazine
is a reflection of our peers and
coMMunity, a Mirror in which
we can see ourselves in the
words and iMagery of others. As
always, I aM astounded by the
beauty and earnest in the works

subMitted, and aM eager to share
theM with you all .
I continue to be grateful to all
the artists and writers who have
subMitted to our publication .
Our online gallery is updated
often with pieces that were not
printed in the latest editions
so that we can showcase your
talents fu r ther. I also would
like to thank our staff, both
new and seasoned, who continue
to Make this publication

possible, and who inspire
Me every day . Of course, a
treMendous aMount of recognition
is due to you, the reader, for
your continued support.
Thank you .
In this edition, explore
politics and ghosts, reMeMber
those lost too soon, and iMagine
the world in vibrant color . I
hope you enjoy the Winter Issue
of Pathos Literary Magazine .

~~
PATHOS STAFF
Sadie Jordan - Editor-in-Chief
Juliana Tattoli
Sloane

Acker~an

Copy Editor
- Graphic Designer

Shea Satterlee - Social Media Manager
COVER ART: Untitled - Lilli Keeve
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UNTITLED
By: Eleanor Johnston-Carter

i . rolling over at 4am, the lights on,
glowing red. other nights with lights left
on, the connections i can ' t quite fit
together in my head. all the same, maybe one
unlike the rest.
the air at night and in the morning,
cold and cloud cover. still awake when it
becomes tomorrow, walking home at midnight.

11.

iii. all the dreams i don't remember and
the ones i do: the ones where i talk to you
and everything is okay again. or not again,
where everything is okay for the first time.
iv. i forgot to leave a space, or i left
it so long i forgot it wasn't meant to be
empty. i want until i stop wanting, until i
forget what i was even waiting for.
v. the lies i told and continue to tell,
things dimly lit by whatever forces its way
through the clouds.
vi. the notifications on my phone, the train
going by outside, the water rushing through
the wall.

ART: UntitLed - Lilli Keeve
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FOR THEO

#METOO

By: Janet Carter

By: Caitlin Strickland

Pause as you are walking down
the street
Look at the puddle/rose/dirty
sock/dead bee/chalk drawing/
chewed up pen/bubble gum/used
condom/crack in pavement/
crumpled paper
Sit with it because it is
everything
Write it a love poem
Serenade it
Introduce it to your mom
Get it tattooed on your bicep
0

I love you!

0

You will say

It does not respond, but
that doesn't matter
Know that this is how it's
meant to be
Wave goodbye
Smile
You are full of love

6

I have been discovered,
My skin uncovered and mapped,
My body seized by foreign
explorers
Searching for gold and glory,
Proud conquistadors leaving me
in ruins.
I am a tourist attraction,
Billboards, brochures, guided
tours and cheap hotels
Being remodeled, demolished,
assembled.
I have been trapped in this cage
of flesh and bone
Like a wild animal in a zoo,
Vulnerable and weak.
Yet after I have been undressed
and undone,
Sexualized, judged, groped,
mocked,
After all of me has been revealed
Painfully, shamefully,
or joyfully
I am still my own.
I am mine,
And your hands did not defile me,
Your actions do not define me.
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SUN IN AN EMPTY ROOM

EGGISH

By: Zach Messinger

By: Tessa Wright

Through an open window
Sunlight filters in
Radiating the dust
That dances through the stiff air
of an eMpty rOOM.

i aM getting to MY core
dipping into the yolk of Me
i aM pouring gold over MY hair
letting it drip over MY eyelids
fatty rich substantial
tasting it
drooling
covered
yellow
Milky
living

The sound of absence
reverberates filling
The sterling silver kitchen.
Cups on a tin tray vibrate softly
SoftlyBeyond huMan perception
Like trees swaying in the wind of
a forgotten island.

-eggish

This last stanza I will sing into
your Mind
It is only for you
Personalized and private.
Close your eyes and listen,

'
PATHOS LITERARY MAGAZINE
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THE ART OF GHOSTING
By: Zach Messinger

Ghosting is a lot like jazz
It's ~ore about the notes you don't play
Than those you do
A sac r ed ~idrash occupying the space
between words
Silently saying,
"Dude, I don't want to sleep with you."

ARl How the Universe Began (and ended) - Christian Orellana
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WHERE l'VE BEEN
By: Eleanor Johnston-Carter

- lying on my back on the industrial carpet in my freshman
dorm room drunk on peppermint schnapps and cheap beer the
green cans swimming like iridescent fish in my vision the
crack of light through the blinds the whir of the heater the
world spinning while i stand still or my body spinning while
the world does
- asleep under 3 blankets my phone ringing my eyes unfocused
the whole world gone soft
- wishing this was a dream wishing i could force myself awake
- tripping spinning flashing pulsing
- standing at the bus stop early in the morning shaking from
the come down
- my spine pressing against the wooden chair the florescent
light turning everyone blurry and yellow listening to the
story about someone choking on their own vomit curling into
myself watching the world through a thick layer of glass or
fog
- holing up inside the blank parts of my mind with the nausea
and the trembling and the foreign invader that i keep feeding
even when i forget to feed myself
- trying and failing to stand up
- giving in to the gentle pressure of her hands in my hair
staring at the picture of us on my phone
- somewhere outside of my body
- apologizing for everything
- telling myself to be quiet
- walking home somehow
- falling asleep for several uninterrupted hours
- sick like throwing up sick like i can't stop doing this sick
like always ending up back here

ARl

Quance -

Bri Graw
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AND I SLEPT ALONE THAT NIGHT
By: Zach Whitworth
18

You hoMe?
Are you in a drinking Mood at all?
If you want, we could do literally nothing but
listen to Music or watch a Movie for a couple
hours
I Might not see you a lot
I'M just in a Mood today.
Is okay a yes or do you just not care
Okay whatever.
17

I just think about that concept a lot like
when we over analyze things that we say or
Maybe don't say things that we Mean because
I'M scared of the response.
You can also just ignore what I'M trying to
say because I'M being painfully awkward and
odd.
Like I said, never Mind
I'M not good at COMMunicating My thoughts.
Words were never a friend to Me
Where are you?
16

Sorry I was just drunk and wanted to be
spooned
I aM at ur house are u
I don't wish to be in coMMunication any
longer.
we don't know each other.
oh don't worry you didn't hurt Me in any way
15

Have you ever had soMething in your life that
was so great, but it kept disappearing
Well it fucking sucks and I hope you never

12
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experience it because you're a great person.
And you don't deserve it.
I need to just let it go.
I Might be able to coMe over tonight but I'M
not sure

7

you're beautiful
I fucked up real bad.
Making out can be one of those one tiMe things
though.

14

6

Yes i have another partner
Would you hate Me if i cancelled plans again
you couldn't have fallen in love with Me.
I know we could have
I'M sorry if I led you on
If only

Drifting in and out of sleep
Have you cried at all
I'M so tired of crying.

13

waking up with you this Morning was super
nice, i wish i could have stayed in bed for
longer
i really don't want you to get attached to Me
i keep thinking about you
i'M sorry i'M like this
i just want to be with you! i don't care what
we do
Yeah I aM attached to you
i have been having sex with other people since
the beginning

5

Afraid of being alone.
You are iMportant to Me. Spending tiMe with
you will be a priority in MY life. I proMise.
It's not your fault you weren't there.
Never be sorry for loving soMeone. Ever.
I'M sorry.
4

I'M sorry for Making you get into this.
i didn't wanna leave
why were you crying?
you know I love you.
Can I just ... talk to you?
3

never apologize for love
I love you
why in the world would you ever kiss Me
I Miss you

12

sorry it took so long to respond
I don't wanna play this gaMe
Now isn't a good tiMe
i don't feel good about anything

2

anyone would be incredibly lucky for an
opportunity to be close with you.
i really like you.
I never thought of you as a rebound.

have you ever had a girlfriend
i affected you that Much?
you're a fantastic person, you just weren't My
person
what i think i May have been doing was
subconsciously using you

10

1

How was it your fault?

reMeMber when we proMised each other when we
were like 6 and 5 that we would Marry each
other? i do.
glad that part about you hasn't changed
it was nice ... we had soMe good MOMents
i feel like crying

11

9

It was nice, I'll tell you that.
Don't worry. I'M not sure either.
8

if you still want to go, I'M okay with it
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LOOP
By: Adrienne Bocci
Most of the tiMe it ' s a dull ache right below MY lungs
heavy
sinking and pulling and longing
a hopelessness I recognize
like I ' ve been here before, and I don ' t want to be
I can get lost in it , this sense that she has wronged Me soMehow
that I don't deserve this
the words forM a Melody that plays in a loop
at the bottoM I keep finding Myself
trapped and exhausted
alone
soMetiMes I feel it in the back of MY throat
hot and self-righteous
it writhes and it twists
itching
threatening to burst outward
if I do not hold back, we struggle
the kind of battle you are sure is worth fighting until it is over
when all you have left is the wreckage
and the tiny voice that says "you did this "
every once in a while I
hidden in naMes
or letters
or even in dreaMs
it can be so sMall that
for a MOMent it doesn ' t
I want to reach out
to hold onto it
to reMeMber we are Made

catch a gliMpse of it froM the outside

I barely notice at first
hurt at all

of the saMe thing

when it disappears I convince Myself it wasn ' t real
a ghost
a bedtiMe story
and I'M back where I started
"you know what your probleM is?" that tiny voice asks Me
"you just can ' t shake the past"
as if anyone can

ARt fssere

I spirare -Juliana Tattoli
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THE LONESOME CHIRP OF ATREE SWALLOW
By: Christian Orellana Bauer

"We can't."
Old man Roger's words echoed in Allie's
ears as they often did when he awoke from
the dream. Today was day number 28 without
the wrinkled old man. Allie's eyes were met
by the moist evergreen forest dripping with
the steady sound of rain. The fresh smell
would have been nice if his body hadn't
been so cold. He had lost his blankets
in the last small town during the attack
and now he was paying the price. It was
the twelfth time he'd had the dream. It
always went the same way: they are in the
apartment filled with all the decorations
Roger told him about. Allie of course had
never actually seen the place, or any type
of domestic dwelling for that matter. He
knew only crumbling concrete and deserted
remnants of what Roger used to talk about.
The couch in the dream is soft like a large
collection of moss on a tree and Roger sits
across from Allie. His eyes are younger; not
like they were at the end of his life. No
sad bags pull them down anymore, the dulled
colors become more vibrant, the eyes of
someone from the old world. Allie's eyes had
never looked like that. Like all children
now he was born dull eyed, an interesting
evolutionary effect brought about by the end
of organized human civilization. The dream
always starts with a simple conversation
about something Allie's subconscious created
based on tales Roger used to tell him.
Something along the lines of,
"Long day at the office?"
"How was school today, buddy?"
"Good! Not too stressful."
The conversation is one that Allie had never
actually had before. In fact, he was never

sure what the context for them really was.
To him they were just words Roger used to
talk about. School, he knew, was a place
where children went to learn in an organized
manner - like how Roger taught him to set
traps for food or to tell which plants
were good to eat - but with many children
at once. Students they were called. The
office was a similar place in terms of the
organization, but most people went there
after they learned everything they needed
to know. It was a smaller subset of many
different things people could do after they
learned what they learned. Some made things,
some cleaned things, some entertained people
in one way or another. It was funny to think
about sometimes for Allie. They did these
things as ways to gain something Roger used
to call money. Paper, it was, with value.
Allie nowadays mainly only used paper to
write things on, wherever he found it lying
around. The idea that people once used paper
to get very simple things like food or water
seemed ridiculous. Roger's eyes always
became lost in memory whenever he would
share these stories. This look was never in
the dream. In the dream his eyes are never
lost, but rather in the present. Following
the conversation about Allie's day Roger
responds by regaling him about his own.
"I got out of work early"
"I got a burger at McDonalds"
Another place where they traded food for
paper, supposedly very popular. Allie
had often passed by the decrepit rundown
buildings with the faded yellow arches,
dusty red walls, and crumbling facades. He
liked the colors; even with the dust they
always seemed so vibrant.
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"I lost my keys"
An artifact once used for opening doors
in buildings. In the old world people had
specific buildings they would go to most
days and they needed keys to enter these
buildings. The buildings were maintained,
rebuilt, and torn down for various reasons,
always with another one going up soon after.
The dream would then move to Allie asking:
"How do we save all this? "
Referring to the old world itself. Because
the dream is always at the start of the
catastrophes. When there is still time for
the fancy buildings to be saved. Old man
Roger pauses and looks out the window ,
staring at the various sized structures
that span across the clear pane. He is
silent for a few moments before his answer,
during which Allie's mind can see all the
disasters Roger had shared with him. The
floods, earthquakes, droughts, starvations,
heatwaves, volcanoes, tsunamis , hurricanes,
and of course wars. Horrible, terrible
vengeance exacted by the planet for the
atrocities committed by humanity. According
to Roger, some humans left the earth, took
to the stars on something called a space
ship, but not everyone got off. There were
too many people, and not enough compassion .
In the dream his response following the
pensive moment is always the same. It was
the only part of the dream that stayed

18

exactly the same. It was based on words
Roger used to tell Allie in their travels.
"People don ' t listen, Allie. People
have never listened. If we did , I think
everything would have been different.
People prefer talking ; talking and making
more people. More people who don't listen,
just talk and make more people. More people
who don ' t liste n, just talk and make more
people. On and on and on and on and on
and on and goddamn on until there are so
many people it is j ust too hard to even
understand what anyone is saying anymore.
Until it is too late. We never had a chance.
We talk too much and never listen."
"So my dear Allie, to answer your
question, we can ' t."
And that's when Allie would always wake up.
The image of Roger's crinkled crows feet
somberly loo king out the window burned into
his mind.
The fi nal leg of the trail Roger had
sent them on was today. According to the
map they were only about 18 miles away.
It was hard to tell where the sun was in
the climate they were in. Roger called it
the Northwes t region of the United States,
apparently what they used to call the land
he and Roger traveled through. In some ways
it was a frightening time for Allie. He had
no idea what he was going to do after he

PATHOS LITERARY MAGAZINE
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" PEOPLE PREFER TALKING; TALKING AND MAKING MORE
PEOPLE. MORE PEOPLE WHO DON'T LISTEN, JUST TALK
AND MAKE MORE PEOPLE "

reached the city. Roger was the one who had
been around the land his whole l i fe. He was
the one who designed the trails and knew
where to go. After the final city on the
map, Allie had no idea what his ne xt step
was. But it was all he had so he decided he
wasn ' t going to deal with that just yet.
As Roger always said; Get through today,
Allie. Today ' s all we have.
And so he lifted himself to a sitting
position. The small cave he slept in was
still dry, the rain hadn't managed to enter
it during the night. Still wrapped in his
sweaters and rain jacket, he reached for the
small umbrella he'd found on the road which
sat next to his backpack. Allie grabbed
both and scurried out of the cave. The soft
ground swallowed up the soles of his boots.
He slung his backpack over his shoulders
and clipped the front clasps into place.
Holding the small unopened umbrella in his
hand, he began to walk. The silence of the
forest wouldn't truly set in till after the
first few hours. Roger used to be there to
talk to if it got too quiet but now he was
gone. All Allie could hear was the squelch
of his boots in the ground, the dripping of
the fresh rain on the leaves, the rustle of
his backpack, and the crinkling of the map.
He hadn't gotten used to it yet. But alas,
on day 28, when the light had reached the
peak of its brightness during the day, a
0

0

bird ' s chirp began to pierce the silence.
It was the chirp of a tree swallow, Roger's
favorite bird. Allie would have known that
if he could see it, but the forest hid the
bird as it does so well with many creatures.
Instead Allie could only hear the bird as
it called into the echo of the green. He
stopped for a moment, stared up at the gray
light coming through the canopy and closed
his eyes, not wanting to look for the bird,
just wanting to hear it. Perhaps because
he was tired of the silence Roger's death
had left him with. Perhaps because he too
enjoyed the chirp of a tree swallow. Or
perhaps because he simply wanted a small
break after three hours of walking. But
whatever the case, all Allie wanted in that
moment was to listen to the bird. So he did.
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PARANORMAL DISTRIBUTION
By: E111ryse Geye

It's been 379 days since I have driven a 111otor
vehicle and I would like to tell you
it is because I live in Portland now and we have
such excellent public transportation (and we do!)
but
as an educator, as a student, as a statistician's
apprentice,
as a person who has been known to occasionally
read the co111111ents section:
statistical outliers are, well, statistically
unlikely, and there ' s always 111ore where that
ca111e fro111, so to speak, whether it's student
questions, type II error, or raging nerd-boys
with opinions
on so111ething so111e wo111an did with her body, or her
career, or their fando111, oreach ti111e I get in a car and feel the wheels
start to hydroplane,
or so111eone cuts us off, or I see the bruised
light of a siren,
I feel the hot fingers of panic reach around 111y
sternu111 and through 111y ribs and squeeze all 111y
blood up into 111y face, and probably so111ebody
else111aybe a better driver than 111e, 111aybe a worse
one,111aybe the distracted kind of asshole who
rolls her Jeep Cherokee off the road one January
afternoon, or 111aybe the kind of kids who just
didn't see 111y dog run outanyway , one of the111, statistically speaking, will
start to feel their asphalt slip away fro111 under
the111 too, and so the pulled-over, the hazardflashing, the accordion-crunched, the overturnedinsects
111ay or 111ay not be real close to two standard
deviations away fro111 the 111ean, but
there 's too 111any student co111plaints, and peoplewho-are-wrong-on-the-internet and unsuspecting
drivers for everyone's experiences not to be
so111ewhere on the sa111e bell curve;
sure, 111ost of us are at the average, but it 's
only downhill fro111 there and I know,
I know that 111illions of people drive safely every
day, but still I wonder why
every ti111e anyone gets in their car and then gets
out, at their destination, without incident they

don ' t realize how close they were to cheating
death! I 111ean, here you area fallible, hungry, e111otional, unobservant hu111an
getting behind the wheel of a 111assively dense
and breathtakingly fragile piece of hubris and
piloting it at literally breakneck speeds,
hurtling over planes of water or potholes or
galloping ani111alsand even if, if you're a better driver than
basically everyone, there's still every other
idiot out there and it has been three years since
111y own crash, and a year since I watched 111y dog
roll under those tires, which was a 111onth after
111y highway blowout, which was two 111onths after I
was rear-ended,
which was thirteen 111onths since I slid through
that freak blizzard,
which was six 111onths after 111y brother's car
caught fire with us in it
but so111ehow, it's only been 379 days since I
stopped driving
and 111aybe it's just bad luck, or one hell of an
outlier, or you know, a curse,
so nobody likes to call this a phobia, or a panic
disorder, or post-trau111atic whatever,
and it has been a couple 111onths since I burst
into tears at the passing sight of so111ebody
else's disaster,
and 111y dog once again has four legs, though
she ' ll never get back
all those teeth I picked out of the road in front
of 111y house and
thank God, I've always walked away, and thank
God, 111y dog doesn't see111 to re111e111ber how broken
she was, but by God, I will never be able to
forget her screa111ing, andif a bell curve is just so111ething to fall off of,
what confidence level of error is acceptable?
What statistical possibility of survival is worth
it?
If Car A is going 78 111ph on collision course with
Car B at 67 111ph, calculate the average a111ount of
bla111e for each of the drivers if they had just
taken the bus instead?
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THE PROMISING SEASON
By: El'lryse Geye
Each suMMer I find Myself sitting heavier yet not ripe
in MY dread; growing roots but refusing to blooMI haven ' t written anything in Months because
the poetry Makes it worse, I think,
but soMeone said to write even if-and
today I read about Madeline L'Engle and
her insatiable faith, her unshakeable science and that
both her father and her son died of alcoholisM .
I try not to think how she Must ' ve felt that tesseract in her own lifea wrinkle in tiMe reaching through her past to cut down her future
and I don't want to think of the darkness reaching for Me
out of MY Mother's Mother ' s Mother's blood so
I take MY very largest colander and MY dog and we go
breathe the sultry scent of blackberry bushes and even though
I atteMpt only to reach for what I know I can grasp, I still
gratefully find Myself over-optiMistic More than once and
Maybe I could buy a stepstool, though Maybe that Might be cheating.
Maybe only the sunniest patches ripen :
I try to idly craft a Metaphor about
expectedness and woMynhoodthat last night I told hiM one less child
Most significantly reduces one ' s carbon footprint, and
that even though I know I shouldn ' t want that , I also can't notbefore realizing that only the Most out - stretched berry is ripe and
I do not know the taxonoMy, so I decide to call it the fore-berry .
My faMily never went picking this early, always a late-suMMer di version,
and even though MY Mother would bring gloves, I would still choose
to suck blood and blackberry juice out of MY fingertips
whenever the braMbles would fight back .
I'M trying to draw the naMe of this Misanthropy out of My teeth
like a blackberry seed and Maybe this could be penance so
I count each be r ry like a rosary bead and hope :
Hail Mary, this sadness sits in Me like a bowl of blackberriesbeautiful, and Many-eyed, and bleeding .
I think how in a few weeks , the softer fruit will leave
MY fingers stained through a shower, and then I think about bloodhow it carries poison even as it tries to cleanse itself,
how we only call it clean when we want to bind one another,
how blood really doesn't look anything at all like bl ackberry juice
but I only lose three: to greed, to Mold , to the ground so
I take MY 193 blackberries, MY sweat, MY sorrow, and MY dog and we go
hoMe where I eMpty an entire ice tray in her water bowl
as both an apology and a thank you, and I don't
pou r Myself a glass of water until I wash every berry
with the softest hands I know how.

ARt Digital 5Kies 2 - Zach Whitworth
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ATTENTION
PORTLAND STATE
WRITERS, ARTISTS,
AND THINKERSI
Don't forget to follow us on Facebook and
Instagra~. We ' ll be posting work fro~ the
~ost recent sub~ission period, interesting
literary events you can check out around
Portland, and you can keep up to date with
what Pathos is up to .

@PathoslitMag
Thanks again and we look forward to reading
your sub~issions this Spring!
Cheers,
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